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Abstract. Consider an auction or fair division game where every bidder knows 
his true value of  the single object but is only incompletely informed about the 
true values of  his competitors. By imposing the axiom of envy freeness with 
respect to stated preferences the set of pricing rules is restricted to the prices 
between the highest and second highest bid. Whereas for auctions one also can 
satisfy incentive compatibility, the same is not true for fair division games. We 
analyse and compare the different pricing rules, partly incentive compatible and 
partly not, by deriving the optimal bidding strategies. By comparing the payoff  
expectations induced by the various pricing rules we can prove directly a special 
equivalence statement saying that expected payoffs do not depend on the pricing 
rule. It is interesting that in fair division games equivalence of pricing rules is 
only valid if information is sufficiently incomplete. 

O. Introduction 

Consider a situation where a single indivisible object I has to be allocated among a 
group Nofagents .  It is natural to assume that the final allocation is determined via a 
bidding procedure. For  instance, one can imagine that all agents i in N 
simultaneously choose a bid b~ and that the allocation of I is determined by the 
vector b of bids. Milgrom and Weber (1982) show that most sequential bidding 
procedures are strategically equivalent to such a one-stage-bidding procedure. The 
main problem in such a context is to decide how b determines the one who will 
receive the object and which monetary transfers depending on b should be made. We 
call this the problem of  allocation rules. 

In such situations, different agents will generally value the object in different 
ways. Furthermore, these values will mostly be private information, i.e. an agent 
knows his own evaluation o f / b u t  has only rather vague (probabilistic) information 
on the other values. In game terminology this implies that there is generally 
incomplete information. Our main intention is to study the results of  different 
allocation rules when information about the true values of object I is incomplete. 

* The authors gratefully acknowledge the helpful comments of an anonymous referee 
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In an auction, the object is offered for sale by an agent outside N (the seller) who 
receives the only monetary transfer depending on b which the winner has to pay. The 
agents in N are the potential buyers. If  the agent outside N is a buyer who wants one 
of the agents in N to deliver/, the situation is a public tender. In a public tender the 
only monetary transfer is the price p(b) which the buyer pays to the winner. This 
shows that a public tender results from an auction and vice versa just by an exchange 
of the two sides of the market. Thus it suffices to analyse auctions in order to explore 
the different results of different allocation rules for auctions and public tenders. 

Another interesting situation results when there is no agent outside N. In such a 
closed economic system all monetary transfers must add up to 0. In the literature 
(see e.g. Crawford (1977), Crawford and Heller (1979), Giith (1979, 1986), Kuhn 
(1967), Moulin (1984), Raiffa (1982), Steinhaus (1948), van Damme (1984)) such 
situations are called games of fair division where all agents in Nhave equal claims to 
object L Fair division problems arise, for instance, in inheritance situations, divorce 
settlements, and in dissolving joint ventures. 

In a recent study Giith (1986) has outlined an axiomatic approach to derive 
allocation rules for all these situations. His main innovation is the axiom that the 
resulting allocation should be envy free with respect to the stated preferences: 
according to the evaluation expressed by his bid no agent in N should prefer another 
agent's net trade to his own one. This axiom implies that the object must be given to 
the highest bidder and that the price must lie between the highest and the second 
highest bid. In a fair division game, furthermore, the price has to be distributed 
equally among all members of N. (In case of public tenders the winner is, of course, 
the lowest bidder and the price lies in the interval between the lowest and second 
lowest bid.) Thus the price can always be described as a linear in fact convex 
combination (1 -2)bw +)~bz of the highest bid bw and the second highest bid bz. In 
the paper we will analyse all allocation rules satisfying the axiom of envyfreeness 
with respect to stated preferences where we restrict ourselves to those rules where 
the weight 2 does not depend on the vector b of bids. Specifically, we will study the 
whole continuum of 2-pricing rules with 2 ~ [0, 1] for auctions (and thereby for 
public tenders) as well as for fair division games with incomplete information about 
the true evaluations of the object L 

If information is incomplete we assume that only true values vi e [0, 1] are 
possible and that each opponentj  of agent iconsiders vi to be a random variable with 
uniform density on [0, 1]. Thus all players are a priorily symmetric and all players 
expect the true values of any two other players to be independent. Following the 
idea of Harsanyi (1968) one can capture the incomplete information about the other 
true values by imagining that the game starts with an appropriate fictitious chance 
move determining the vector of true values for object I and that each agent in N is 
only informed about his own evaluation. Since this random move is assumed to be 
common knowledge, we have a game with complete information which can be 
solved in the usual way. The a priori-symmetry of the agents in N is very helpful 
when solving the game since one has to solve only one differential equation rather 
than a system of n linked differential equations. 

The essential motivation of this study was to demonstrate the equivalence of 2- 
pricing rules directly by first solving the game and then analysing the implications of 
the solution. This makes it possible to demonstrate how the ceteris paribus higher 
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price expectation caused by a smaller 2-value is exactly counterbalanced by 
underbidding the true values. Furthermore, we were more interested in showing the 
equivalence of  2-pricing rules by using well-known mathematical techniques than in 
deriving equivalence results of  the most general form. A more general analysis of  2- 
pricing rules in fair division games which still assumes a priori-symmetry will be 
given in a paper by one of  the authors (van Damme 1984). More general equivalence 
results for auctions are cited later on. 

In Sect. I, we will introduce the bidding models and briefly describe how to 
derive the class of all 2-pricing rules. The solution concept is then introduced in 
Sect. II. In Sect. III, we will analyse auctions with incomplete information about the 
true values for object I for all 2-pricing rules with 0 < 2--- 1. A similar investigation 
for fair allocation games will follow in Sect. IV. It is shown that for auctions, all 2- 
pricing rules yield the same payoff  expectations of agents in N as well as the same 
expected price. Thus there is no obvious reason why one should not use the only 
incentive compatible pricing rule with 2 = 1 (see Vickrey 1961). Observe that public 
tenders in the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) use the pricing rule 2 = 0 which 
is not incentive compatible (see Gandenberger 1961 and Finsinger 1985, for a 
detailed description of  the allocation rules used in the FRG). In fair allocation 
games there is no incentive compatible 2-pricing rule but again all 2-pricing rules 
yield the same payoff  expectations although the price p(b) which has to be shared 
equally is a positive linear function of  2. The Concluding Remarks summarize our 
results and indicate the possibilities and the difficulties when trying to generalize the 
analysis of allocation rules. 

I. Auctions and Fair Allocation Games with Incomplete Information 

In the following we will restrict ourselves to auctions and fair allocation games 
where just one unit of a completely indivisible commodity has to be allocated. To 
have something specific in mind think of  the commodity as a unique object of  art or 
a house in a specific location. 

One can describe such an auction by B=(I, N, v). Here I stands for the 
commodity to be allocated. N = { 1 , . . . ,  n} with n e N, n > 2, is the set of bidders or 
players i = 1 . . . .  , n whose true values vi(> 0) of commodi ty /a re  given by the vector 
v = @1 . . . . .  v,). The true value vi of player i for commodity I is just the price of I 
which makes bidder i indifferent between buying I or not. 

A player iin Ncan  freely choose among all bids bi ~ IR >=o. In case ofbl = v~ we will 
say that i bids truthfully. Giith (1986) refers to b~ as bidder i's displayed or stated 
preference for commodity L A strategy or bid vector b = (b~ , . . . ,  b,) can therefore 
be called a vector of stated preferences. 

Let p ( >  0) denote the price for which I is  sold to a bidder in N whom we want to 
name w (inner). The payoffs Hi of bidders i+  w are given by Hi = 0 since these agents 
do not buy and do not pay anything. For the winner w the payoffis  Hw = vw - p ,  i.e. 
the difference of his true evaluation vw of  I and the price p which he has to pay. 

Following the terminology of Gfith (1986) we can also speak of the stated payoff 
~r w = b~ - p  of the winner. For  the nonwinners the stated payoffs are always 0. The 
stated payoff  Hw results from Hw if one uses the stated preference b~ for / ins tead  of 
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the winner's true preference v~. The main innovation of Gfith (1986) is axiom 
(DEF) of envy freeness with respect to displayed or stated preferences: 

Axiom (DEF). Let M: b ~ (w(b),p(b)) be an (auction) mechanism which for any 
bid vector b determines the winner w (b) and the pricep (b) which w (b) has to pay for 
I. Mis called envy free with respect to displaced or stated preferences if, according to 
his stated preference, no agent in N prefers the net trade of another agent in N to his 
own one. 

For the winner w(b), axiom (DEF) implies that 

bw(b) --p (b) => 0 , (I. 1) 

i.e. w (b) should not prefer not to trade to buying ! at pricep (b). For the nonwinners 
i+-w(b) the obvious conclusion from (DEF) is 

O> bi-p(b) . (I.2) 

Inequality (I.2) expresses that, according to his stated preference for / ,  a nonwinner 
prefers the no trade to buying I a t  pricep(b). From (I.1) and (I.2) it follows that any 
auction mechanism M satisfying axiom (DEF) must al locate/to a highest bidder. In 
case of more than one highest bidder Gfith (1986) determines w(b) uniquely by 
requiring anonymity, i.e. w (b) is selected among the highest bidders by an unbiased 
chance move. Furthermore, the price p(b) must satisfy inequality 

bw(b) > p (b) >= b~(b) (I. 3) 

where 

bz(b)= max {bi} (I.4) 
i * w (b) 

denotes the second highest bid. Any price satisfying (1.3) can be written as 

p(A,b)=(1-Z)b~(b)+Abz(b) with 0_<2_<1 . (1.5) 

Our analysis will be confined to auction mechanisms satisfying axiom (DEF). 
Furthermore, we will explore only pricing rules p(b) of the form (I.5) with 2 not 
depending on b. If  A-- 1, the price is identical to the second highest bid so the auction 
mechanism is incentive compatible (Vickrey 1961). Incentive compatibility means 
that for all players i in N, the truthful bidding strategy bi=v~ is the only 
undominated strategy. Here we call a strategy b~ dominated if there exists another 
strategy b~ which is never worse than b~ but not vice versa. For 0 < 2 < 1, it usually 
pays to underbid in the sense that bi < v~, i.e. pricing rulesp(b) with 0 < 2 < 1 are not 
incentive compatible. 

Observe that, although incentive compatibility does not hold for 0 < 2 < 1, all 
2-pricing rules are proof against overbidding saying that every overbidding strategy 
bl > v~ is dominated. Thus, for all 2-pricing rules with 0 _< 2_< 1, overbidding will 
never occur. 

Consider a situation (B, M) where B = (I, N, v) is an auction and M an auction 
mechanism satisfying axiom (DEF) with 2 not depending on b. Since M is 
determined by the value of 2 in the range 0 _< 2-< 1, we will describe such a situation 
simply by the pair (B, 2). 
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To have a well-defined auction game it is necessary that the payoff functions 

Hj(b)={~j-p(b ) ifotherwiseJ=W(b) (I.6) 

of all players j =  1 , . . . ,  n are common knowledge. This shows that a pair (B, 2) will 
only define an auction game if the vector v of true preferences for I is common 
knowledge. 

If information about v is incomplete, we must add the beliefs which the players 
i=  1 . . . . .  n have about the true values vj of their o p p o n en t s j~  i. Our assumption 
will be that every player/is only aware of his own true value vl ~ [0, 1 ] for commodity 
L For the values vj s [0, 1 ] of his opponentsj:~ i, every player i = 1 . . . . .  n expects that 
they are determined by independent chance moves with uniform distribution on the 
interval [0, 1 ]. Thus the probability by which all opponents o fp layer j  expect player 
j ' s  true evaluation not to exceed a certain limit c ~ [0, 1] is given by 

Pr {vi< c} = c (1.7) 

for all j =  1 . . . .  , n. Assumption (I.7) can be described as a situation with unbiased 
beliefs. It has the advantage that a priori, all opponents are equal although the 
probability that two opponents have the same true evaluation is always zero. The a 
priori-symmetry of all players will be very helpful when actually solving the game 
and comparing all pricing rules p(b) with 2 not depending on b. 

The essential trick (Harsanyi 1968) in defining a situation (B, 2) with beliefs (I.7) 
as a game is to ignore the vector v of true evaluations as given by B and to assume 
that v is determined by a fictitious initial chance move with independent 
probabilities Pr {vj=< c} = c for all c e [0, 1 ] and all j =  1 . . . . .  n. By adding the initial 
fictitious chance move, all payoff  functions become common knowledge. Never- 
theless, incomplete information about v is well taken care of if we inform player 
i=  1 , . . . ,  n only about the i-th component of v. 

The auction games resulting from (B, 2) and beliefs of type (I.7) will be described 
by G(2) since all these games differ only with respect to the constant 2~[0, 1] 
determining the pricing rule (I.5). These games G(2) are called auction games with 
incomplete information (about v). 

Consider now a situation where one unit of a completely indivisible commodity I 
has to be allocated within a group N={1  . . . .  ,n}, n ~ N ,  n__>2, of agents and 
where fairness can be obtained by side payments within N. To have something 
specific in mind think of I as an inheritance and N as the set of heirs with equal 
rights. As auctions, such allocation problems can be described by a vector B 
= (I, N, v) where as before, v is the vector of true values for commodity/ .  The major 
difference between an auction B and a fair allocation problem B is that in the latter 
case all payments within N have to sum up to zero whereas the same is not true for 
auctions (an agent outside N, the seller, receives the only payment p of the agents 
within N). In other words: A fair allocation problem B is a with respect to the bidder 
set N closed social system whereas auctions are open social systems with respect to 
N. 

The strategic possibilities of player i in N are again given by all bids bi > 0 with 
the same interpretation as before, w still denotes the agent in N who receives L The 
payoff of w is Vw minus or plus all his payments to other or from other agents in N. 
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For each nonwinner i ,  w the payoffis simply the sum of all payments (i. e. all that he 
receives minus all that he pays). 

Giith (1986) has applied axiom (DEF) to fair allocation problems B. Axiom 
(DEF) implies first of all that all nonwinners i ~ w (b) must receive the same payment 
p(b)/n. From condition 

n - i  
bw~b) -----~- P (b) >p (b)/n (I.8) 

that the winner does not prefer the nonwinner position and the corresponding 
condition 

p (b)/n > b, - ~ n  1 p (b) (I.9) 

for all nonwinners i+ w(b) it follows, furthermore, that commodity I must be 
allocated to the highest bidder (a highest bidder in case of more than one) and that 
the pricep (b) determining the compensation paymentp (b)/n to all nonwinners must 
satisfy 

bw(b) > p(b) > bz~b) • (I.10) 

This shows that all mechanisms M for fair allocation problems B which satisfy 
axiom (DEF) can be interpreted as auctions where the price has to be distributed 
equally among all bidders and where the price range is the same as for auctions. 

Again we will investigate the implications of different pricing rules (I.5) with 
2~[0,1] not depending on b for fair allocation games 0(2) with incomplete 
information about v as described by (I.7). 

II. Solution Concept 

Both, auction and fair allocation games, are normal form games. In the case of 
incomplete information about v, a strategy of player i has to prescribe a choice bi > 0 
for all possible values vi ~ [0, 1] of player i. In the terminology of games with 
incomplete information (Harsanyi 1968) different values vi represent different types 
of player i who generally will choose different actions. A strategy si of player i is 
therefore a mapping 

si: [0, l]~lR>=o (11.1) 

assigning a unique bid si(vi) to each possible value v~. 
The obvious solution concept for noncooperative games is the equilibrium 

point. A strategy vector s = ( s l , . . . ,  s,) is an equilibrium point if for all players 
i=  1 . . . . .  n there is no other strategy s~ such that 

H~(s~, s- i)  > Hi(s) . (I1.2) 

Here s-i  is the ( n -  l)-tuple of strategies which results from s by omitting the i-th 
component. In our case condition (II.2) implies that all types vi ~ [0, 1] of player i 
must react optimally. Ifs  is an equilibrium point we will call the pricep (s) implied by 
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s an equilibrium price. The equilibrium prices for a given pricing rule p (2, b) in the 
range of (I.5) are denoted by p*(2). 

When solving the games we will not explore all equilibrium points but confine 
ourselves to actually computing just one equilibrium point. Sometimes it may be 
that no other equilibria exist at all but this will not be investigated here. 

In the games G(2) and ~(2), we restrict our attention to symmetric equilibrium 
points in the sense of 

si(vi)=f(vO for all viE[0,1] and i= l , . . . , n .  (11.3) 

Since a priori all bidders in N are identical, the symmetry requirement (II.3) is 
clearly a reasonable condition for the solution of the game. Furthermore, we assume 
f t o  be a strictly increasing and differentiable function. Probably these properties 
can be derived and must not be assumed but our point of view here is to look for the 
most simple and obvious solution of the games G(2) and G(2). A more general 
analysis of a more general class of fair allocation games with incomplete 
information will be given in a forthcoming paper by Eric van Damme (1984). 

All games G (2) and G (2) can be solved uniquely by requiring equilibrium points 
where all bidders i in N bid according to bi = f (vi). A strategy of the form (II.3) with 
fbeing differentiable and strictly increasing is called a monotonic bidding strategy. 

IlL Auction Games 

In the following we will first solve the games G(2) and compare the results for all 
2 ~ [0, 1]. We thereby will be able to prove directly a special version of the so-called 
equivalence statements saying that the payoff expectation of the seller of I as well as 
the bidders are the same regardless which 2-pricing rule p(b) is used. 

Consider a specific type v~ of bidder i who expects all his opponents j:t: i to 
behave according to the decision function f described by (II.3). The payoff 
expectation Ev, of type v~ depends on his own bid as follows: 

Ev,(bi)= j [v,-(1-2)bi-2f(x)](n-1)x"-2dx . 
bi ~ f (x) 

(IliA) 

Note that (n - l )x  "-2 is the density of the highest value of the opponents of player i 

x(v_,) = max {vj} (1II.2) 

since 

Pr {x(v_ f) =< x} = FI Pr {vj =< x} = x" -~ (III.3) 
j * i  

This shows that (n - 1)x"-2 is the density of the stochastic variable x (v_ 3. From the 
first order condition for a local maximum of Ev, it follows that 

( f -1  (b3).-2 I (  n _ 1) ( v , - b 3  - -  df-l(bi)db~ ( 1 - 2 ) f - l ( b i ) l = 0  . (III.4) 
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Since f is monotonically increasing, this implies bi = v~ for 2 = 1 and 

df- l (b i )  ( 1 - 2 ) f - l ( b i )  
dbi (n - 1) (vi -b i )  

o r  

(Ili.5) 

df(vi) (n - 1) ( v i - f ( v i ) )  
- -  - ( I I I . 6 )  

dv~ (1 - 2 )  vi 

for all 2 with 0__< 2 < i. 
It is easy to see that the solution of the homogeneous differential equation 

d f ( v , ) _  n - 1  f (v , )  (III.7) 
dvi 1 - 2  vi 

is given by 
1 - n  

f (vi) = (vi) i - ~ (III.8) 

A particular solution of (111.6) is, furthermore, given by 

f (v i)=nn@ 2 v, . (Ili.9) 

The class of solutions for the inhomogeneous first order ordinary differential 
equation (Ill.6) is therefore given by the set of functions 

l - - n  

f ( v* )= '~ -~v i+O(v , )  1-~ with e e I P . .  (III.10) 

From the overbidding proofness of  all auctions satisfying our fundamental axiom 
(DEF) it follows that 

f ( 0 ) = 0  (III . l l )  

which shows that Q must be 0. From (III.10) and (III.11) it follows therefore that the 
differential equation (lII.6) has the unique solution 

n - 1  
f (vt)=n-~_2 vi . (III.12) 

Givenfas  described by (III. 12) one can easily check that the sufficient condition for 
a local maximum of Ev, (hi) is satisfied. Given that all opponents bid according to the 
bidding function (III. 12) this bidding behavior is therefore locally optimal. Observe 
that b, = 0  is not a best reply for vi > 0 if all competitors j ~  i apply the optimal 
decision function 

n - 1  
Sj(Vj)=~--'~ Vj for j = l  . . . . .  n . (III.13) 

This, together with the fact that the decision behavior in (Ili.12) is the only local 
extremum of Ev, (b~), guarantees the global optimality of the decision behavior in 
(III. 1 3 ) :  
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T h e o r e m  1. In all games G(2) with (0<)2 (<1)  not dependin9 on b there is a unique 
symmetric equilibrium point in monotonic strategies sj (vj), namely the one described 
by (III. 13). 

The equilibrium bidding behavior (III. 13) is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1. The 
fact that, for all he  [0, 1], the bidding curve is never above the ray bi=vz, 
demonstrates the overbidding proofness of all k-pricing rules. A higher value of 2 
induces a steeper bidding curve meaning that a greater share of the true value is 
displayed in the bid. Only for 2 = 1 the true value is revealed, in all other cases the 
players refrain from revealing their true evaluations. I fn is increased the variance of 
bids caused by the different 2-pricing rules shrinks. For n = o% all pricing rules 
induce truthful bids. 

Given a vector v = ( v l , . . . ,  v,) of true values we define by 

x (v) = max {vj :j ~ N} (III. 14) 

and 

y(v) =max  {vj : jeN,  j + j '  with vj, =x(v)} (III.15) 

the highest and second highest component of the vector v. Let E, furthermore, be the 
expectation operator. The expected equilibrium price Ep* (4) for the k-pricing rule 
can be written as 

, n - 1  
Ep (2)=ff~_2 i [(1 -2)x+2y]dG(x,  y) (III.16) 

o 

where G is the joint distribution of x(v) and y(v). Now condition (III.7) implies 

x" for y > x  (III.17) 
G(x ,y )=Pr{x(y )<x ,y (v )<y}= n x y , _ l _ ( n _ l ) y  . for y<=x 

since x (v) > y (y) and since for y < x the two conditions can be satisfied either by all 
v~<y or by only n - 1  true values below y with the remaining true value in the 

bi =r~-I 

I // X:I 
/ / /, / / 

1 / . ~  ,,-'/ 0<~<1 

n-1 / I /"/" ..- '=0 

n-1 n ~ ......................... I I"/"/ 

I Vl 

Fig. 1. The equilibrium bidding behavior in 
auction games G(2) for all 2-pricing rules with 
2e[o,1] 
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interval [y, x]. The joint density of x and y is given by 

z-ZSS,~2 G(x,y)={O for y>x  (III.18) 
O ( x , y ) =  n(n_l)y ,_  2 for y<__x 

With the help of (III.18) the equilibrium expectation (III.16) can be rewritten as 

. n -1  -1)y"-2dy)  dx Ep ()`)=~-£-~_2 i ( i  [(l -2 )x  + )`y]n(n _ . (III.19) 

Integrating the right hand side of (III.19) finally yields 

n - 1  
Ep* (2) = (III.20) 

n + l  

This shows that the expected price is independent of the pricing rule pOX, b) with 
0_)`_< 1 not depending on b. 

This does not imply that for a given vector v all )`-pricing rules determine the 
same price. If, for instance, vi = 1 for all i in N the price is (n - 1)/(n - ),) according to 
(III. 13) which shows that for a given vector v a higher ).-value can cause a higher 
price. It is only the average price expectation for all v which is independent of the 
)`-pricing rule. 

There are more general equivalence statements for auction games with 
incomplete information about the vector v of true values (see, for instance, Myerson 
1981, and the survey of Milgrom and Weber 1982). What distinguishes our result is 
that we actually solve the game and prove the equivalence result directly by using the 
equilibrium strategies as Ortega-Reichert 1968, Holt 1980, and Riley and 
Samuelson 1981, who exhibit the optimal strategies only for the pola r cases ), = 0 
and ), = 1 of pricing rules. For more general situations it is usually very difficult or 
even practically impossible to solve the game (see Engelbrecht-Wiggans 1980, 
p. 932). As a consequence it mostly remains quite dubious how the ceteris paribus 
higher price of pricing rules p (),, b) with small values ), will be exactly compensated 
by underbidding behavior. According to our approach this becomes very obvious. 
From the equilibrium behavior in (III. 13) it follows that only for ), -- 1 will a player 
bid truthfully. If ), is smaller than 1, he will bid only (n - 1)/(n - ).) of his true value 
and thereby try to lower the price. From (III. 13) one can conclude, furthermore, 
that for ), < 1 the extent of underbidding in the sense of the ratio 

(vj - bj)/vj = (1 -),)/(n -),) (III.21) 

is higher for smaller numbers n of bidders and that underbidding disappears when n 
becomes very large. For n = oe all pricing rules PO', b) induce truthful bids. 

It is interesting to observe that for large numbers n of bidders the price is nearly 1 
although the expected value of commodity I is 0.5 for all bidders. Since all true 
values vi for i in N are determined by independent chance moves it becomes more 
likelY to find two bidders with high true values when n is larger (in situations with 
correlated true value judgements this phenomenon is called the winner's curse see 
Milgrom and Weber 1982, p. 1094). Due to the a priori-symmetry of bidders and the 
assumption of independent evaluations in our model, the in the average expected 
value is equal to the individually expected value 0.5 of commodity I. The condition 
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Ep*(2) > 0.5 saying that the price expectation exceeds the in the average expected 
value is equivalent to n > 3. Thus the only exception for this condition to hold is 
when n = 2 or n = 3. For n > 3 the seller can expect more than the in the average 
expected value regardless of the 2-pricing rule with (0 <)  2 (<  1) not depending on b. 

One can, of course, also investigate whether the payoff expectations of bidders 
depend on the value of 2. Given the solution behaviorfdescribed in (III.12) one 
easily derives 

E~, ( f  ) = (vi)n/n . (III.22) 

According to the solution the expectation E~, ( f )  for a given true value v~ does 
not depend on 2. Thus also the bidders have no reasons to sacrifice incentive 
compatibility. Our results are summarized by the following 

Equivalence Statement. In all games G (2) with (0 < ) 2 ( < 1) not depending on b, the 
expected price as well as the profit expectations of all bidders are the same, namely 
the ones given by (III.20) and (III.22), respectively. 

In Fig. 2 we have illustrated graphically how the payoff expectation Ev,( f)  
depends on the true value vi. Even a player i enjoying the highest possible value vl = 1 
for commodi ty /cannot  expect more than 1/n. Ifn is large, even the highest possible 
payoff expectation is therefore small. Since the partial derivative (vi)"- 1 of Ev, ( f )  
with respect to v~ increases with v~, a given increase Av~ in the true value leads to a 
higher increase AEv,( f )  of the payoff expectation if the original evaluation vi is 
higher. 

Our analysis can be generalized to situations where the true values v~ of all n 
bidders are independently and identically distributed (IID-assumption) with a 
common distribution G (vi) satisfying G (0) = 0, G (1) = 1 and G (v~) strictly increasing 
and differentiable over [0, 1 ]. It has been indicated by an anonymous referee that in 
all these cases the symmetric equilibrium point is given by 

n--1 

o dx . (III.23) 

E, If) 

I E v ( f )=(v  i} n/n 
/ 

/ 

I / /  
~ - - - ~  

1 vi 

Fig. 2. The equilibrium payoff expectation 
E~(f) as depending on the true value v~ e [0,1 ] 
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A proof of this more general result which completely parallels the one of (III. 13) 
is given in Appendix A. It is easy to check that (III.23) implies (111.13) for 
G(vi)=v~[O, 1]. Here analysis has been limited to the case of the uniform 
distribution since it simplifies the comparison of results for different numbers n of 
bidders. But given the more general result (III.23) one can, of course, also 
investigate the influence of the common distribution G on allocation results. 

By the same referee we became aware of the fact that Riley and Samuelson 
(1981) prove that the expected price is not influenced by the 2-pricing rule even if )~ 
depends on b and even for nonuniform distributions satisfying the IID-assumption. 
But again this result is not obtained directly by deriving explicitly the solution for all 
possible pricing rules. 

Since we did not allow for positive reservation values no k-pricing rule as such 
maximizes the expected gain of the seller (see Proposition 3 of Riley and Samuelson 
1981). A positive reservation value can substitute the second highest bid and thereby 
increase the price if 2 is positive. Furthermore, it restricts strategic manipulation to 
the range of bids above the reservation value. On the other hand, the seller will not 
be able to sell even if there are bidders with true values between 0, the seller's own 
true value of/ ,  and the positive reservation price. In our special case Proposition 3 of 
Riley and Samuelson (1981) implies a reservation price of 1/2 independent of the 
number n of bidders. Thus commodity I would not be sold with probability 1/2 n. 

Although in an auction a bidder will typically be aware only of his own true 
value it seems worthwhile to mention that an analogous equivalence result holds 
also for the limiting case of complete information where the vector v is common 
knowledge. If 2 < 1, the bidder with the highest true value bid just above the second 
highest true value and the player with the second highest true value will bid 
truthfully. Thus the seller receives for all values of 2 < 1 essentially the same price as 
for the incentive compatible pricing rule 2 = 1. 

If m ( > 1) units of the same completely indivisible commodity are to be sold by 
an auction and if no player is interested in more than just one unit, axiom (DEF) 
implies that the price p(b) must be in the (closed) interval between the (m + 1)-th 
highest and the m-th highest bid. Our analysis can be easily generalized to include 
such situations. In case the bidders are interested in more than one unit, the 
preferences of bidders are of a more complicated form. Correspondingly, 
expectations about the true preferences of opponents will be based on more 
complicated chance moves. 

According to our equivalence statement neither the seller nor the potential 
buyers have reasons to sacrifice incentive compatibility. Now our analysis is based 
on the assumption that all bidders behave rationally which will not be true in reality. 
One might therefore ask whether incentive compatibility will really induce bidders 
to reveal truthfully their preferences. According to the experimental results of Giith 
et al. (1983) the proportion of naive subjects bidding essentially truthfully is with 
23 % rather low. But already when the experiment was repeated only once this 
proportion increased to 62 %, i.e. the predictive power of undominated strategies 
becomes stronger with experience. If subjects are informed about the incentive 
compatibility of the pricing rule 2 = 1 the proportion of truthful bids was with 81% 
rather high from the very beginning (see Giith and Schwarze 1983). 
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IV. Fair Allocation Games 

As for auction games we will first solve the games G(2) with incomplete information 
about v which will enable us to prove directly a weaker version of an equivalence 
statement saying the expected payoffs of the players do not depend on the 2-pricing 
rule although the same is not true for the expected price. 

For n---2 the payoff expectation Ev,(bl) of bidder i with true value vi if his 
competitor j bids according to b j = f ( v j )  with f being differentiable and strictly 
increasing, can be expressed as follows: 

E,,(bi) = ~ v i - T  b i - ~ f ( v j )  dvj 
o 

1 1 

+ 2 f-!(b,) [(1 --2) f (v j )  + 2bd dvj . (IV. 1) 

Observe that in equilibrium one must have b~ = f (v i )  or vi = f -  1 (bi). From the local 
optimality condition 

d 
db~~ Ev,(b,) = 0 (IV.2) 

it follows that 

dbi 2 (v i -b i )  (IV.3) 
dvl vi - )~ 

Instead of (IV. 3) we will solve the more general differential equation 

dbi _n(v i  -b l )  (IV,4) 
dv, v, - ~. 

Equation (IV. 4) can be written as 

dui nu~ 
~- v~ ~ - =  1 (IV.5) 

dvi 

where ui=v i -b~ .  A solution of (IV.5) is given by 

U i = Up + ruh  (IV.6) 

with r ~ IR and where up solves (IV.5) and uh the homogeneous equation 

d u  i Hu i = o .  0v.7) 
dvi 

For example, 

up = (vl - 2)/(n + 1) (IV.8) 

and 

Uh = (Vi -- 2)-" . (IV.9) 
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Thus a solution of (IV.4) is of the form 

n 2 
bi(vO = ~  vi + ~ - ~ - r ( v ~  - 2 ) - "  (IV.10) 

with r e N. If b~ is continuous on the interval [0, 1], then bi must be continuous at 
v~ = 2 since 0 _< 2_< 1. This implies that r = 0. Thus 

n 2 
b~ (vi) = ~ v~ + n + 1 (IV. 11) 

is the unique differentiable solution of (IV.4). 
Now let n be greater than 2. Similar to definitions (III.14) and (III.15) let x(v_i) 

denote the highest and y(v-i)  the second highest component of the ( n -  1)-vector 

V -  i ~ -  ( V l , "  • " , Vi - 1 ,  Vi + 1 , ' ' ' ,  On) • (IV. 12) 

Since in the games G(2) the vector v_ ~ is randomly determined, the same is true for 
x(v_~) and y(v_i). By the same reasoning as for (III.17), it follows that the joint 
probability distribution of x(v-i)  and y(v_~) is given by 

F(x, y) = Pr {x (v_,) < x, y (v_ i) =< Y} 

_~'x "-1 for y > x  
(IV.13) 

- ~ ( n - 1 ) x y " - E - ( n - 2 ) y  for y<__x . 

Thus the joint density of x and y is 

02 F(x, y)= {O 
(p(x,y)= y ( n -  1)(n - 2 ) y  "-a 

for y > x 
(IV.14) 

for y<=x . 

Assuming that all opponents of player i stick to the differentiable and strictly 
increasing decision function f the payoff expectation Ev,(bi) can be written as 
follows: 

S-i(bO i I n - 1  Ev,(bi) = v i 
0 0 t'l 

1 i f - 1 (bl) 
+ -  

n f -  t (b l )  0 

1 1 
+ -  I i ( v.15) 

/'/ f - l ( b i )  f - l ( b i )  

The first term on the right hand side of (IV. 15) is the payoff effect of all situations v_ i 
with bi being the winning bid. The second term results from all vectors v_ i with bi as 
the second highest bid, whereas in the third term b~ is without influence on the price 
p (b) of commodity I. Assume also that player i sticks to the decision func t ionf  In 
this case one has to substitute f(vi) for bl and vi for f -1  (b~) in (IV. 15). With these 
changes the first integral in (IV.15) can be written as 

n - - I  (1-) .)f(vi)  (v,),_ 1 n - 1  )c ~ f ( x ) d x  "-1 . (IV.16) I=  v i - ~ -  - - - n -  o 

- - - -  (1 - )Obi-n - '~f (x) 1 (p(x, y) dy dx 

((1 - 2 ) f ( x )  + 2b,) q~ (x, y) dy dx 

((1 - 2) f (x) + 2f(y)) q~ (x, y) dy dx . 
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Similarly, the second and third integral in (IV.15) can be expressed by 
1 

I i=n  - 1  2f(vi)(vi),_z( 1 _ v i ) + n - 1  (1 -2)(vi) "-2 S f (x )dx  
n n Oi 

and 
1 1 

[ i i=n - 1  2 ~ f (y)dy  n-2 _n - 2  2 ~ f (y)dy  n-1 
n n 

v i  Vi 

1 _ 2 1  1 
+- I f (x)  dx"-~ _n -__11 (I -2)(vO "-2 I f (x )dx  . 

n vi n vi 

(IVA7) 

(IV.18) 

Of course, only in case of b~ =f(vi) player i really behaves according to f. He can 
deviate from f by pretending that his true value is different. By differentiating 

Ev, (b,) = I + II+ III (IV. 19) 

with respect to b~ one obtains the differential equation 

n - 1 (v0,_2 [(2 - vOf'(vi) + n (vi -f(v0)]  = 0 (IV.Z0) 
n 

which simplifies to 

f'(vl) = n (vi - f  (vi)) (IV.21) 
V i - - 2  

Since f ' (v 0 corresponds to dbi/dvi and f(v0 to bi in (IV. 3) one can see that we have to 
solve for all n >2 the differential equation OVA). As shown above 

n 2 
bi =f(vi) =n~]-  vi +n +~ (IV.22) 

is therefore the only solution of (IV. 21) consistent with equilibrium behavior. Once 
we know thatfis the linear decision function (IV.22) it is easy to check that Ev, (bg) is 
strictly concave which proves that the bidding behavior in (IV.22) is globally 
optimal. We have thus shown. 

Theorem 2. In all games (~(2) with 2~ [0,1] not depending on b there is a unique 
symmetric equilibrium point in monotonic (i. e. differentiable and strictly increasing) 
strategies, namely the one described by the linear equilibrium decision function 
(IV.22). 

It is interesting to observe that for two different values 2 and 2' the difference 

n 2 ( n 2' ) 2 - 2 ' =  (IV.23) 
n + l  v i + ~ -  ~ - ~  v i + ~ - ~  n + l  

does not depend on v~. A different 2-pricing rule corresponds therefore to parallel 
shift of the bidding curve in the vi, b~-diagram as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

The fact that the bidding curve for 2= 1 is always above the ray bi=v~ 
graphically illustrates the underbidding proofness of this pricing rule. Cor- 
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1 

n+1 

0 

h i 

bi=V i 
/ 

/~/ n I 
//~/" °i = 7-~'.1 vi *~3 -1  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J [1 

• --~I i / b i  = ~'~+1 Vi 

/ I 

/ / / v "  i 
" / /  i 

1 vi 

Fig. 3. The equilibrium decision curves for the 
2-pricing rules with the extremes 2=  0 and 
2=1  

Evj (f) 

1 

2 
n+1 

n-1 
n(n+1) 

0 

/Ev f 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
1 vi 

Fig. 4. The equilibrium payoff expectation Ev,(f) as 
depending on the true evaluation v~ ~ [0,1 ] 

respondingly, the overbidding proofness of the pricing rule 2 = 0 corresponds to the 
fact that this bidding curve is always below the ray b~ = vi. If  n becomes large the 
vertical distance 1/(n + 1) of the 2 = 1- and the ,1. = 0-bidding curve shrinks to 0 
whereas their slopes converge to 1. Thus, for n = oo all 2-pricing rules induce truthful 
bidding strategies. 

Substituting the linear equilibrium bidding strategy (IV.22) into (IV. 19) yields 
(see Appendix B for details) 

E~, ( f )  = ((vO" + (n - 1)/(n + 1))/n . (IV.24) 

Thus we have shown that the payoff expectations of bidders with given true values 
do not depend on the 2-pricing rule. In Fig. 4 we have illustrated how the payoff 
expectation E ~ , ( f )  increases with the true evaluation vi for commodity L The payoff 

expectation is always in the interval n (n + 1)' n + 1 of length 1/n which shows that 

the own evaluation matters less if n is larger. As a consequence the Ev,(f)-curve is 
flattened by an increase in the number of players. It is obvious that the payoff 
expectations E v , ( f )  must decrease when n increases. For n~oo  it approaches 0. 
Observe that in the special case, where all players i-- 1 , . . . ,  n have the highest true 
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value v~ = 1, the sum of the payoff expectations 

Ev, =a ( f )  =2n/(n + 1) (IV.25) 
i=1 

exceeds the highest possible value 1 which the players can share among themselves. 
The reason is that all players expect to buy /a t  a pricep below the own true value and 
to earn thereby a positive extra profit 1 -p .  

Although the payoff expectations do not depend on 2, the same is not true for 
the expected price. Observe first of all that the expectation of the highest value x(v) 
as defined in (III.14) is given by 

1 n 
xnx"- 1 dx = (IV.26) 

o n + l  

and that the expectation of the second highest value y(v) as defined in (III.15) is 

I 

y(n(n - l )y "-2 -n (n  - 1) y"-X)dy =n - (IV.27) 
1 

0 +1 

Denoting by E the expectation operator we therefore can express the equilibrium 
price expectation as follows: 

[ n 2 n - l l  2 nZ+2 (IV.28) 
E p * ( 2 ) = ~ +  1 ( 1 - 2 )  ~ - +  ~ 4 n + l - ( n + 1 )  z " 

Hence, the price expectation increases with 2. We have illustrated this dependence 
graphically in Fig. 5. The equilibrium price expectation can vary in the interval 

n ~ l  ' (n ~ 2  j of length 1/(n + 1) 2. An increase of n will therefore weaken the 

effect which a change of 2 causes for the equilibrium price expectation. For n = oe 
the equilibrium price expectation is 1 independent of which 2-pricing rule is used. 
Our results are summarized by the following 

Ep* (X) 

n 2 + I 

In+l) z 
J 

J 

n2+h 
Ep*{X) = 

Fig. 5. The equilibrium price expectation 
Ep*(2) as depending on the value 2~ [0,1] 
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Equivalence Statement. Although the equilibrium price expectation, as given by 
(IV.28), is a positive linear function of 2, the equilibrium payoff expectation, 
determined by (IV.24), does not depend on the A-pricing rule with A e [0, 1] not 
depending on b. 

Compared to our equivalence statement for auction games G (A) the equivalence 
statement for fair division games G (2) is much weaker since the price expectation is 
A-invariant for auctions whereas it is a positive linear function of A in fair allocation 
games. Of course, price equivalence plays a different role in fair allocation games as 
compared to auctions or public tenders where an agent outside N receives or pays 
the price p(b). In fair allocation games p(b) is just n-times the monetary transfer 
which the winner pays to all non-winners. Althoughp (b)/n depends positively on 2, 
the same is not true for the equilibrium payoff expectations due to the extra profit 
vw - p  (b) of the winner. One might argue that since there is no agent outside Nin the 
games G(,~), the equilibrium payoff expectation is all what matters. 

Of course, the extra profit vw - p  (b) of the winner is generally unobservable and 
thus debatable. Following this point of view one might interpret the pricep (b) as the 
generally accepted evaluation of commodity Iwhich is the only valid basis for equal 
treatment as required by fairness. A unique evaluation concept in this sense would 
require a unique A-pricing rule since the price p(b) as well as its expected value 
depend on A. 

It should be noted that the above analysis can be generalized to situations in 
which the true values of the n players are independently and identically distributed 
according to a distribution function G with a positive and continuous density g. This 
situation has been thoroughly analysed in van Damme (1984), where it has been 
shown that for each A e [0,1 ] there is a unique (symmetric) equilibrium and that this 
is given by 

Vi 

bi(vO=vi-(G(vi)-A)-" ~ (G(x)-A)"dx. (IV.Z9) 
~-1(~) 

In that paper it is also shown that the Equivalence Statement derived in this section 
remains valid in this more general context. 

Again it seems worthwhile to briefly consider the limiting case where 
information about v is complete. Here for all A-pricing rules with 0 < 2 < 1 the result 
is ambiguous since every price between the highest and second highest true value for 
I can be implied by an equilibrium point. Only in the polar case A = 1 and A = 0 the 
price is uniquely determined, namely by the highest true value for A = 1 and the 
second highest true value for A = 0 (the case of complete information about v is also 
studied by Moulin 1984). 

V. Concluding Remarks 

The importance of equivalence results for A-pricing rules is that they exclude certain 
arguments for special pricing rules. So the lowest bid-pricing rule for public tenders 
in the Federal Republic of Germany is probably based on the naive assumption that 
this pricing rule will induce lower prices. But, as our analysis proves, this is not true 
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if information about v is complete nor if it is incomplete as specified in Sect. I. As a 
consequence, payoff incentives are no justification for sacrificing incentive 
compatibility. Observe that incentive compatibility is important because of its 
efficiency aspects as well as its ethically desirable consequences. On one side, 
incentive compatibility guarantees Pareto-optimality and avoids all decision efforts 
implied by espionage and manipulation. On the other side, trust in truthful behavior 
will always be very important in human societies. As a consequence we have to 
eliminate incentives for misrepresentations wherever this is possible and does not 
contradict higher ranking principles. 

In a recent study Fehl and Gtith (1985) demonstrate that non-incentive 
compatible pricing rules can be justified since they destabilize bidder cartels. It is 
shown that non-incentive compatible pricing rules imply higher payoff incentives 
for deviating cartel members (lower internal cartel stability) and imply higher cartel 
losses due to cartel outsiders (lower external cartel stability). Thus, the desire to 
avoid strategic manipulation seems to be in conflict with destabilizing collusion of 
bidders. 

For fair allocation games the situation is different since no 2-pricing rule is 
incentive compatible. Gfith (1986) argues that one therefore has to weaken the 
incentive compatibility requirement. Our analysis illustrates that one can have only 
one of the two components of incentive compatibility, either underbidding or 
overbidding proofness. Our equivalence statement implies that in case of incom- 
plete information only these two aspects of non-manipulation are relevant when 
deciding how to weaken the requirement of incentive compatibility: different 2- 
pricing rules do not induce different payoff expectations. Only if information is 
rather complete, players might have incentives to push for a certain pricing rule. 
Gfith (1986) favours underbidding proofness since this will make the winner himself 
responsible for being exploited. The non-winners will only overbid if they are quite 
sure that the winner's true value is considerably higher than theirs. Thus, if the 
winner finds himself exploited, he must blame himself for revealing too much his 
own evaluation. Van Damme (1984) argues that envy freeness with respect to stated 
preferences does not guarantee envy free allocation results, i.e. it is possible that a 
player prefers the net trade of another agent to his own. In fair division games this is 
true for all 2-pricing rules. Thus this is more an objection against axiom (DEF) than 
an argument for or against a specific 2-pricing rule. 

The main restrictive assumption of our study is the a priori-symmetry of agents 
in the case of incomplete information. As already mentioned above, solving non- 
symmetric games would amount to solving a system of n linked differential 
equations rather than just one. As a consequence, it mostly will be rather difficult or 
even be practically impossible to solve non-symmetric games. Comparatively minor 
restrictions of our analysis are that, in the case of incomplete information, the 
equilibrium decision function f has been assumed to be symmetric, differentiable, 
and strictly increasing. Some of these assumptions (like differentiability o f f )  are 
considerably weakened by van Damme (1984). A more severe restriction seems to be 
that the true values are assumed to be independent. Usually, one's own evaluation 
can increase if one learns that others value the object even higher. Milgrom and 
Weber (1982) refer to this phenomenon as affiliation of preferences. A study of fair 
division games with affiliated preferences will probably try to borrow ideas which 
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Milgrom and Weber used for their analysis of auction mechanisms with affiliated 
preferences. 

It should be mentioned again that it was not our aim to analyse pricing rules in 
the most general way but to derive directly (i. e. by solving the games explicitly) and 
in a mathematically uncomplicated way, the equivalence of pricing rules. We hope 
that our analysis provides easy access to the study of allocation rules for bidding 
models and its conceptual problems. 

Appendix A: Derivation of Equation (111.23) 

Write G for the (common) distribution of a player's value and 9 for the associated 
density, where 9 is continuous and positive on [0, 1]. In this case, formula (III.1) 
becomes 

f - 1 (b) 

Ev(b)= ~ [v-(1-2)b-2f(x)](n-1)G(x)"-29(x)dx, 
0 

where we have dropped the index i to simplify notation. The first order condition 
(III.4) for a local optimum becomes 

G(f-l(b))"-2[ (n-1)(v-b) df-l(b) 1 db o(f-'(b))-(1 -2)G(f-l(b)) = 0  , 

hence, since f is monotonic and G > 0 

df-l(b) 9 ( f - l ( b ) ) = ( 1 - 2 ) G ( f - i ( b ) )  . (n-1)(v-b) db 

To have an equilibrium, this condition must be identically satisfied with b =f(v),  
therefore 

df(v) 
(n-1)(v-f(v))9(v)=(1-2)G(v) dv 

Consequently,f  (v) = v when ~, = 1, whereas f has to be a solution to the differential 
equation 

df(v) n - I  O(v) (A.I) 
dv I -2  (v-f(v)) G(v--~ 

in case 2 4= 1. The general solution to the homogeneous equation associated with 
(A.1) is 

n - 1  

f(v)=CG(v) -1-z (CelR) 

and using the 'variation of the constant' technique and partial iritegration it is then 
easily seen that a particular solution to (A.1) is given by 

0 Lo@) J 
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In fact, (A.2) gives the unique solution to (A.1) with f(0) = 0, hence (DEF) implies 
that (A.2) is the unique equilibrium strategy. This establishes (111.23). 

Appendix B: Derivation of Equilibrium Payoffs 

Substitution of the linear equilibrium decision function (IV.22) into the payoff 
function (IV.19) yields 

n+ln-l!) (vi)"-I n+ln-12i(nx+2)dx"-lno 

. - 1  _2 + + . -  1 _2 } ( . x + 2 ) d x . _  2 
+ n + 1  n n + l  n v, 

1 1 
n ( n + l )  ! (nx+2)dxn-1 

2 n -1  2 n -1  2 
- - -  (v,)" (vO"-  

n + l  n + l  n n + l  n 

n - 1  22 

n + l  n 

n - 1  
(n-1 + 2) +n-7~ 2(v,) "-1 

n - 12  (n(n-2) (1-(vi)"-l) +2(1 -(vi)"-2)) 
(~0"-2+77i n \ . - 1  

1 
+ ~  ((n - 1)(1 - (v,)") + 2(1 -(vi)"-1)) 

ntn~ l) 

where we have used that 

1 1 1 
I (nx+2) dx"-a =I (nx+2)(n-1)x"-Zdx=I (n(n-1) x"-I +2(n-1)x"-2) dx 
0 0 0 

=[(n-1)x" + 2x"-l)]~=n-1 +2 

and similar facts. By collecting terms one obtains 

Ev,(f(vi))=(vi)"(n21 

.~_(vi)n_ 1 ( iv/ - - 1 2  

\ n + l  n 

+(Vi)n-2(n-ff~+ 1221 n 

n - 2  n -1  22 
+ 2-~ 

n + l  n + l  n 

1 n - 1  
= -  (vO" + - -  

n n ( n + l )  " 

n - 1  2_n-2_  2 
} n+~ n+ l 

n -  1 ~2_) n - 1 2  

n + l  n + l  n 

1 
(n-1 +2) 

n (n + 1) 

n (n+ l )  

(n - 1  +2) 
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